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Periodic automorphisms of the hyperfinite factor of type II, 
A. CONNES 
Introduction 
There are many constructions of factors which give rise to the hyperfinite factor 
of type II1; that we shall throughout denote by R. For instance 1) any infinite 
tensor product of a countable number of matrix algebras with respect to their traces, 
2) the group measure space construction from an ergodic measure preserving trans-
formation, 3) the left regular representation of a locally finite discrete group with 
infinite conjugacy classes. 
To each of those ways of obtaining R correspond automorphisms of R. Two 
automorphisms a and /? of R are conjugate when for some automorphism a of 
R one has oao~1=p. 
The simplest nontrivial problem of noncommutative ergodic theory is certainly 
the problem of classifying, up to conjugacy, the periodic automorphisms of R. 
It turns out that a complete classification is possible, by means of very simple 
invariants that we shall now describe. 
We note first that the problem of conjugacy splits into two problems: 
a) The problem of outer conjugacy: decide when given a, /?£ Aut R there exists 
an inner automorphism Ad W such that ¡3 is conjugate to Ad W• a. 
b) The problem of inner conjugacy: for a£ Aut R decide which IV, unitaries 
in R, are such that Ad W-a is conjugate to a. 
For solving problem a) we first define two invariants of outer conjugacy: 
1. A>(a) is the outer period of a defined as the integer such that, for n£ Z, 
a"£lnt Ron£p0(a)Z. 
2. y(a) is a complex number of modulus 1 defined by the implication: U uni-
tary in R, ap» ( , )=Ad U => a.{U) = yU. One checks by direct computation (prop. 1.4) 
that p0 and y are invariants of outer conjugacy classes and that y (a)Po(i,= 1. 
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We exhibit for each couple p£N, y£C, with y"=l, an automorphism of R, 
s?p, of period equal to p • Order y and such that 
Po(s'p) = P, y(syP) = y (prop. 1.6). 
We prove that the invariants p0, y completely classify the periodic automorphisms 
of R, up to outer conjugacy, so that any periodic automorphism of R is outer 
conjugate to one (and only one) of the syp (thm. 6.2). 
The proof relies on the introduction of a group structure on the set Brp of 
outer conjugacy classes of automorphisms with outer period p. One checks that if 
a and ¡3 are such classes then a®/? is also a'class belonging to Brp, as well as the 
class of the opposite a0 of a, once R<E>R and R° (the opposite factor of R) are 
identified with R by some isomorphism (the classes a®/? and a0 being of course 
independent of this isomorphism). 
Once this is done one proves that Brp is a group with inverse operation a-*a0 
and that y is an isomorphism of Brp onto the group of pVn roots of 1 in C. 
The proof of the injectivity of y, i.e., of the uniqueness of the outer conjugacy 
class with outer invariants (p, 1), is obtained thanks to the technique of central 
sequences, as used by D . M C D U F F in [ 7 ] (see thm. 5 . 1 ) . 
.The reader who is familiar with the construction of the Brauer group B(k) 
of an arbitrary commutative field k will recognise the analogy with the construction 
of Brp above — the objects that we study are periodic automorphisms of R, to the 
concept of similarity of simple central algebras over k corresponds the concept of 
outer conjugacy of two periodic automorphisms. The role of division algebras is 
played by the minimal periodic automorphism: a. is called minimal periodic when its 
period is the smallest period of its outer conjugacy class. Exactly as any central simple 
algebra over k is the tensor product of a unique division algebra by a matrix algebra 
Mn(k), we have that any periodic automorphism of R is the tensor product of 
a minimal periodic automorphism (uniquely determined up to conjugacy) by an 
inner automorphism — (thm. 1.11). Moreover the minimal automorphisms are 
also characterised by their fixed point algebra being a factor (thm. 2.5). 
For each /?€N, y£C, y" = 1, the automorphism syp is the unique minimal auto-
morphism of the outer conjugacy class with outer invariants p, y. 
Also, the tensor product of two division algebras over k can fail to be a division 
algebra and in the same way the tensor product of two minimal automorphisms can 
fail to be minimal. The answer to problem b) is obtained by defining the inner invari-
ant e(a) of an arbitrary periodic automorphism a of R as the spectral measure 
(defined only up to rotation) corresponding to the trace vector and an arbitrary 
U£R such that aPm(a)=Ad U, where pm{a) is the minimal period of «. It turns 
out that /?„, y and e form a complete system of invariants for periodic automor-
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phisms of R, the only relations being that yPo = 1 and that the support of e lies 
in the nth roots of 1 for some n (thm. 1.11). 
This also allows to solve the problem of weak equivalence: 
c) For a and /?gAut R, when is there a egAut R such that <r[a]cr_1 = [/?]? 
(where the full group [a] of a is defined in classical terms (see for instance [4] def. 
1.5.4)). The invariants of weak equivalence are /?„(«), Order y (a) = c(a) and the 
symbols of Legendre (j/p) = ± 1, where p is a prime dividing c(ce), and y(a) — 
=exp i2njjc, with two additional symbols e(j),ca(j) (resp. one: e(jj) when c(a) 
is divisible by 4 (resp. 2 but not 4) which are classical in elementary arithmetic. 
It turns out that they are complete invariants of weak equivalence the only 
relation being that e(a) divides p(a) (thm. 6.5). 
We then apply these results to simple questions of noncommutative ergodic 
theory and we get the following answers: A periodic a is conjugate to the opposite 
of its inverse if and only if y(a)2 = l (thm. 7.2). 
A periodic a is an infinite tensor product of inner automorphisms if and only if 
y (a) = 1 (thm. 7.9). 
Also we determine conditions, of an arithmetical nature, under which a is an 
infinite tensor product of automorphisms of finite dimensional factors (thm. 7.4 (c)). 
Then we prove that any periodic automorphism a of R admits very good 
approximation by finite dimensional automorphisms, in the sense that tx(P„)=P„, 
Vftd N for some increasing sequence of finite dimensional subalgebras of R with 
(J P„ dense in R. 
n=i 
This, of course, implies that the cross products or fixed point von Neumann 
algebras of arbitrary periodic automorphisms of R are hyperfinite (see remark 7.10 
on this point). 
Finally we give an example of a (periodic) automorphism of R which has no 
square root, and give the conditions (thm. 7.7) (namely c( — Order y) odd) under 
which syp has a square root. 
I. Construction of the automorphisms s£,pZ N, y p =l 
Let N be a factor, a£Aut N, then we define two numbers, /?0(a) and y (a) 
as follows: *) 
(1.1) {«€Z,a"€lnt7V} = p0(a)Z and />0(a)€N> 
(ap„(a) = Ad i/, U unitary in N) => <x(U) = y(a)U. 
We see that for each a, p0(a) is an integer, that we call the outer period of a ; 
it is 0 if all the nonzero powers of a are outer. 
r) See remark 6.8 for a cohomological interpretation of a) as an obstruction. 
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Also we see that y(ot) is a complex number of modulus 1, independent of the 
choice of U such that aP o ( l )=Ad U, and satisfying 
<1.2) y = 1 
because ap°(a,)(i/) = y(a)p»wt/ and a"°M(U) = UUU*=U. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.3. a and /JgAut N are called outer conjugate iff there exists a <76 
€Aut N such that /3 and oaa~l have the same image in Out A^=Aut iV/Int N. 
For W unitary in N, put for a€AutN, H ,a=Ad W- ct. When W varies, the 
•wot form the class of a in OutiV hence the /?£Aut N which are outer conjugate 
to a are all automorphisms conjugate to some wa, W unitary in N. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1.4. If a. and P are outer conjugate then Pq{ol)—pq{P), y(a) = 
~f(P)l (/>o(a)> V («)) « called the outer invariant of a. 
P r o o f . The first equality is clear. To prove the second we can assume that 
P = wa for some W unitary in N. Then let p=p0(a), y = y(o/.): ap = Ad U, ct{U) = 
= yU, then we have 
(w°)p = M(Woc(W)...ap-1(W)U), 
wcc(Wa(W) ...<xp~1(W)U) = Wa(W) ... ap~1(W) UWU*<x{U) W*, 
¡hence wa(W<x(W) ...a"-1(fV)U)=W<x(W) ...txp-1(W)Uy Q.E.D 
We shall now fix our notations, as far as the simple classification of inner periodic 
.automorphisms is concerned, for the case of factor N of type IIj with canonical trace 
t ( T ( 1 ) = 1 ) . 
Let a = A d U be periodic, then the unitary U which is uniquely determined by a 
up to multiplication by a A € C, |A| = 1, has the property that U" is a scalar A0 for 
p=period a. It follows that U is a finite linear combination of its spectral projec-
V 
tions corresponding to the pfh roots as of A0, say U= 2ajej> where es is the 
j=i 
spectral projection of U corresponding to {a,}. 
We define now the inner invariant e(a) to be the probability measure Ir(ei)sn , 
j 
•determined up to a rotation on T={z£C, |z| = l}. It is easy to see that two inner 
.automorphisms a and p are conjugate iff e(a)=e(j8) and that all probability 
measures on T which have support contained in the pth roots of some A06T 
arise as e(a). For a^AutiV, a periodic With outer invariants p0, y we put pm= 
=p0• Order y and we put £(a)=e(aPm). (Check that aPm6lntAr.) 
T h e o r e m 1.5. Lei N be the IIX hyperfinite factor R. Two periodic automor-
phisms a, /?€ Aut R are conjugate if and only if they have the same outer and inner 
.invariants (i.e. p0(a), y(oi) and e(a)). 
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This paper is entirely devoted to prove theorem 1.5. We spend the rest of this 
paragraph in giving a simple description of automorphisms, the î <g>Ad V, having 
prescribed outer and inner invariants. Our first task is to describe the automorphisms 
ip,/>£N, yp= 1 which have outer invariant (p, y) and trivial inner invariant. For 
p=1 we let JJ be the identity automorphism of R. Let Then we write R as 
the infinite tensor product, indexed by N, of the couples (Fp, Canonical trace on Fp) 
where Fp is the pXp matrix algebra over C with matrix units (eiJ)iJ=1_ p-
For <7£N, let nq be the canonical isomorphism of Fp onto a subfactor Fqp 
of R, such that 7r9(;»c) = l<g>"-<g>l<g>x®l-" . 
Let ejj=nq(eij) and 6 be the shift: 9nq(x) = ng+1(x), xEFp. The shift 9 is an 
isomorphism of R onto the commutant of Fp in R. 
Let y£C, y" = l, and be the unitary: 
2 yJe)j. i 
We define a unitary vyZ ( ^ U / - 2 ) " 2) by the formula: 
vy = e1pl9(U;)+P2e1j,j+1. j=i 
The following proposition is at the same time the definition of the automorphism 
syp of R. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1.6. Let p and y be as above. 
(a) The sequence of inner automorphisms of R defined by 
a„ = Ad^flC^Ogfl3^) - P(v7)) 
convergespointwise strongly to an automorphism sy of R. 
(b) Thepth power (sy)p of this automorphism is equal to Ad Uy and syp(JJy) = yUy. 
(c) The outer invariant of sy is equal to (p, y), its inner invariant is {e^. 
m 
Proo f , (a) Let m be given and x£F£1 , m )=(|J F f f . Then for n^m we have 
[0"O/),*]=O for any v£R. It follows that ot„(.v) = Ad (u.,6(vy)• • • 0m"1 (vy)) (x) = 
=am_1(x) so that the sequence (a„(x))n£N is constant for n^m. For each n,ac„ 
is an isometry in the' L2 norm of R; it follows hence from the strong density in R 
oo 
of the subalgebra |J F(p'm) that there exists an homomorphism s% of R into 
m = l p 
R such that 
s£(x) = lim <xn(x), x£R. 
8) From now we let F < ' w ) = ( X Ff)", hence for instance 
•sqsj 
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We shall now prove that (i£)p=Ad U.r It will hence follow that is surjective 
and is an automorphism of R. 
(b) We first have, using the equality sJ,(Uy) = a0(Uy), that: 




2 ykekk i 
2ei + i,i\ =2yJ+1ejj = yVy 3) vi ) i 
We end the proof of (b) by showing by induction on m that the following statement 
is true: 
(1.7) Vy€C, y*=\, one has (syp)p(x) = UyxU*. 
We assume that the statement is true for m, we prove it for m +1, its truth 
for m = 1 also follows from this computation. 
Put, for x^R, j?(x)= Hm Ad (9(vy)Q-(vy)• • • 0"(vy)) (x) then, as above, P is an 
homomorphism of R into R, which leaves Fp pointwise invariant and satisfies 
the equality: 
(1.8) p(6(x)) = e(si(x)), xeR. 
Take x£Fj,1>m+1), x=2eue(xij) w i t h xij^Fphm)- From (1.8) and the induction 
hypothesis we conclude that: 
p»0(XiJ) = 0((sj)'(*y)) = 9(Uy)6{xij)9{Uyf for i,j = 1, ..., p; 
and hence, using the equalities Pp(ejj)=efj, for i,j—\,...,p: 
(1.9) pp(x) = 9{Uy)x9(Uy)*. 
But we have j£=Ad vy • p, hence (1.7) will follow from 
(1.10) uyP(vy)...pp-^(vy) = Uy9(U*). 
To prove (1.10) we just have to use the equality P0(Uy) = 0 (s'p (Uy))=0(y Uy), so 
that we have: pk9(U*) = y~k9(U*), 
Pk(v?) = 7"VP1 B(U*)+ 2 4 i t l , j=i 
vy{ppvy)... p~Hvy) = 2 yJe)jO(U*) = Uy0{Ul). 
(c) We just have to prove that (s])q is outer for <?€{!, . . . , /?-!}. To do this, 
3) In all sums like ¿ e J i J + 1 one takes e P i P + 1 = e P j l , say more generally that e i + P l i J + i , 2 =e i > J 
whenever Pi and p2 are multiples of p. 
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note that vr commutes with 6J(Ur) for y s l , {y'}p = l, (y")p = l. Also vrUrv*.= 
y'Uy as seen above, so that: 
sj(0"(iV)) = y'0n(Ur), Vn€ N, Vy', y,p = 1. 
This shows that for {1, . . . , />-1} we have \\(sl)"9n(Ur)-e"(Ur)\\2 = \y"i-l\, 
hence that (syp)q cannot be an inner automorphism because the sequence (9"(Ur))niN 
is a central sequence in R. 
We can now state an important consequence of theorem 1.5 and proposition 1.6: 
Theorem 1.11. Let R be the hyperfinite factor of type II^ Let p£N, y£C 
with yp = 1 and e be a probability measure on T such that Support£C {nth roots 
of A0} for some A0£T and n£ N. Then there exists some periodic automorphism 
ot^Auti?, satisfying the conditions p0(oc)=p, y(oc) = y, e(<x) = e. Moreover let /? bean 
inner automorphism of R such that £(/?p°rder>') = £ then any a^Aut R periodic, 
with invariants p0 (a) =p, y (a) = y, £ (a)=£ is conjugate to 
sl®P£AutR<g)R. 
Proof . We just have to check that the outer invariant of Jp<8>/? is (p, y) 
which is easy and to check that its inner invariant is s. But (s^® P)p0rd"' = 
= l<g>j?p°rdery. 
Q.E.D. 
II. Minimal periodic automorphisms 
Throughout N is a factor, countably decomposable for simplicity. For a £ Aut N 
let Sp a be the spectrum of a in the Banach algebra B(N) of weakly continuous 
linear mappings from N to N. Then Sp a is a closed subset of T={z£C, |z| = l} 
and is equal to the spectrum in the sense of [1] [4] of the representation n^a." of 
Z on JV 4) (cf. [4] 2.3.8). 
For any nonzero projection e^N" we put as in [4] p. 170, ae=a restricted to Ne, 
and we have by [4] 2.2.1 and 2.3.17 that 
(2.1) r ( a ) = 0 S p / = 0 Sp,Fa 
e 6 N* W u n i t a r y in N 
where ^ a = A d W• a by definition. 
By [4] thm. 2.2.4, T(a) is a closed subgroup of T and by [4] thm. 2.3.1 we 
have: 
(2.2) r(a)-1 = {«€Z, a" is inner: a"(x) = uxu*, \/x£N with u£N*}. 
*) Identifying T with the dual group of Z, by («, A) = A", X e T, n € Z. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 2.3. Let a be a periodic automorphism of N and let p,„(ci) = 
=pa(x) • Order y (a), where (p0, y) are the outer invariants of a. Then pm(oi) is the 
smallest period of automorphisms outer conjugate to a. (We call pm(a) the mini-
mal period of <x.) 
Proo f . As a"™1"' = Ad u ° r d " w h e r e ap° ( l )=Ad U, we see tha tp m (a )£ r (a ) L . 
Conversely, if q^Tiai)1 then q is a multiple np0(<x) of p0(a) and necessarily 
y (a)" = 1 so that q is a multiple of pm(pi). Using [4] corollary 2.3.11 we get 
proposition 2.3 because 
(2.4) r(«)-L = {pm(«)Z}, r(«) = {A€C: = 1}. 
The following equivalent conditions define the minimal periodic automor-
- phisms: 
Theorem 2.5. Let a. be a periodic automorphism of N, then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Period of a = Minimal period of a, 
( b ) S p a = r ( a ) , 
(c) N* is a factor, 
(d) For «€{1, ..., (period a ) - 1 } and a"=Ad U, U£N one has y.(U)*U. 
Proo f . That (a)<=>(b) follows from 2.4; that (b)o(c) is a corollary of [4] 
thm. 2.4.1, also (a)o(d) follows from 2.2. 
Coro l l a ry 2.6. Lei a be a minimal periodic automorphism of N with minimal 
period p, then 
(a.) A unitary U^N is of the form v*a(v), v unitary in N, ifand only if Ua(U)-~ 
. . . a"- 1(C/)=l . 
(b) Any minimal periodic Aut N which is outer conjugate to a is conjugate 
to a. 
Proo f . The condition (a) is clearly necessary since for any v one has 
v*a(v)a(v*oc(v)) ••• ap - 1(e*a(tO) = v*v = 1. 
To prove that it is sufficient, let ([4] lemma 2.2.6) /? be the automorphism of TV® F2 6) 
such that: 
0(*<8>Cii) = aW®cu, P(x®e22) = Ux(x)U*, P(l ®e21) = U®e21. 
Then the condition (a) and the computation in [4] p. 176 show that /?"= 1. Hence, 
as r(P)=r(<x) = {pZ} we see that P is minimal periodic. 
5) F2 is a type I . factor with a system of matrix units fej),, ¿=1,2-
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If N is finite, then l ® e u and l®e2 2 have the same trace in the finite factor 
(N®F2Y and hence are equivalent in (/V® F2Y. 
If N is properly infinite, then so are N' and JV(t/,) which means that 1 <g) en 
and 1 ®e22 are properly infinite, and hence equivalent, in (N<g>F2Y. 
In all cases there hence exists a partial isometry v*<g>e21d(N<g>F2Y with 1<g>eu 
as initial support and 1 ®e22 as final support. But then P(v*<S>e21) = v*<S>e21 means. 
U<x(v*) = v* so that v is the required unitary, (b) We can assume that fi = wz for 
some W. As r ( j 9 ) = r ( a ) we see that the period of /? is equal to />=period a. 
It follows that W<x(W)...ap-1(W) is a scalar. Replacing W by XW, X£C, for 
a suitable k we can assume that Wa(W)...xp~1(W) = 1. Then statement (a) of the 
corollary shows that /? is conjugate to a. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.7. Let a be a minimal periodic automorphism of N. 
(a) Let e1, e2 be two projections in Nx which are equivalent relative to N, 
Then for any A £ Sp a there exists a partial isometry U£N such that: 
a(U) = XU, U*U = elt UU* = e2. 
(b) If N is continuous, then for each integer m dividing period <x—p and each Xr 
Xm— 1 there exists a system of mXm matrix units el}£N such that 
a (eu) = k'~JeiJ..6) 
P r o o f , (a) As we have seen above, either N is finite and e1~e2(iVa) or N is 
properly infinite and still e1 ~ e 2 ( N a ) so there exists a partial isometry v£N", v*v=e1, 
vv*=e2. Now off1 has period at most the period of a while r(a*1)=T(a) by 
[4] 2.3.3. Hence a"1 is minimal periodic with the same period as a. But then by 
corollary 2.6 (a), there exists a unitary operator W£NCl such that a(fV)=XfV 
(apply 2.6 (a) to U=k). We then have W*W=elt WW* = ei and a ( W ) = X W so 
that U=v W satisfies the condition (a) of 2.7. (b) The factor N" is continuous be-
cause a minimal projection in N" is automatically minimal in N. 
So we let (ej)j=J m be a family of m projections of N" equivalent in N. 
Then by 2.7 (a), let UJ satisfy U^N, U*UJ=ej, UJU*=ej+1 and <x(UJ)=XUJ, 
for j= 1, 2, ..., m— 1. 
It follows that ej+1j = Uj generates a system of matrix units satisfying the 
required conditions. Q.E.D. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.8. Lei a and /? be periodic automorphisms of a factor N of type 
IIX with canonical trace x. Then a and ft are conjugate if and only if they are outer 
conjugate and the inner automorphisms aPm(t,) and /JPm<°') are conjugate. 
6) Throughout i+j for i, y '€{l, . . . , m} means i±j modulo m. 
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In other words two elements of an outer conjugacy class are conjugate if and 
only if they have the same inner invariant. 
P r o o f . The condition is clearly necessary. To prove that it is sufficient first 
note that if a and P are outer conjugate we have pm(cc)=pm(P)=p for some 
k 
p£N. Write now ap = Ad U, U= £ )H where the et are projections belonging ¡=i 
to the center of N" (we use 2.4 and 2.2), with say T(<?;)=/Z;, and the / ( are complex 
numbers of modulus 1. For each A, choose a pth root and call it then UVp — 
= Z ^ i ' " e i belongs to N* so that a = A d i / - 1 / p a satisfies a p = A d C/*ap = 1. 
¡=i k 
Write then /?p=Ad v, with v= £ l t f i where the ).i are the same as the )H ¡=1 
used above for U and where for each i,f is a projection (belonging to Np) which 
is equivalent to e< relative to the factor N. We have used the fact that a" and Pp 
are conjugate inner automorphisms of N. 
k 
Choose vllp = fi a n d put as above: 
¡=i 
ft = Adv-llpp. 
We have pp = 1. Hence a and fi are outer conjugate and minimal periodic, so that 
by 2.6 they are conjugate, say P=cv.o~x, a £ AutAr. Now a = a- Ad Ullp = Ad Ullpa, 
and: 
acta-1 = ft Ad a(Ullp) = Ad <r(i/l/p)p. 
As we have P=Ad vllp fi we just have to find an automorphism 6 of N commuting 
with fi and such that 9a(Ullp)=vllp. Both o(Ullp) and vllp belong to N^ and we 
look for 9 as an inner automorphism defined by a unitary X^N^. 
k k 
We have a(Ullp)= vllp = 2>-)lp fi so it is enough to check that for 
;=i £=i 
each/, cr(e,) is equivalent to f relative to N^. But this is true because t (<?;)=r(/;) 
hence t(<t(ei)) = x ( f i ) for / = 1, ..., k. 
III. Action of automorphisms of R on central sequences 
D e f i n i t i o n 3.1. [7] Let N be a IIX factor with canonical trace x, and co be 
a free ultrafilter on N. 
(a) We let be the quotient of /°°(N, N) by the two sided ideal Jm— {(x„)„€N, 
x„—0 strongly when n—oj}. 
(b) We let Nm be the commutant in NZr(i) of the image N of N in Nzm, where 
for x€N,x£NTito is represented by the sequence (x„)n£N, x„ = x, \fn£N. 
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This definition is exactly the one given by M C D U F F in [7], except for a change 
of notations which matches with [5] part II. By [7] we know that Nx c) is a factor 
with canonical trace r a : tm ((*„)„ e N ) = lim t(x„). 
Let Aut N then the automorphism (x„)n€N^(0(x„))neN of l°°(N,N) leaves 
Ja globally invariant and thus defines an automorphism 6T m of NT <0. Moreover 
6t<JN) = N so that 0roi leaves globally invariant and thus defines an automor-
phism 6m of Na. 
Now take N=R, the hyperfinite factor. We know that all hypercentral 
sequences on R are trivial [7], hence by [7] thm. 4, RC] is a factor of type IIX. 
Theorem 3.2. Let a. be an automorphism of the IIX hyperfinite factor R, and 
co be a free idtrafilter, then: 
(1) ccm is inner on Ra if and only if a. is inner on R, in which case = 1. 
(2) There exists a unitary U£Rza such that (a(x))~ = UxU*, Vx£R. 
Before we proceed and prove this theorem, let us note one consequence for 
periodic automorphisms: 
Coro l l a ry 3.3. Let a^Aut R be periodic, with Outer period a = period a=n, 
then there exists a unitary v£Rz a such that: 
= v> vn'= 1; (a(x))~ = vxv*, \Jx£R. 
P roo f . Let U be a unitary, U£Rze> such that (a(x))~ = UxU*, x£R. We 
hence have that az a(x) = UxU*, \/x£R and replacing x by a_ 1(x): a r t 0(x) = 
= <ztia,(C/)*at>a(U% Vx£R. Then U*ur,m(U)d(R)'C\Rx,0=Ra. 
Put w = U*az<s>(U). We have waz>w(w)...a"(w)<xz~J(w) = 1. Now as Outer 
period a=n we have Outer period am=n using part (1) of theorem 3.2. So it follows 
from corollary 2.6 that this w^R^ such that wam(w)...1 (w) = 1 can be written 
w-X*oim(X) for some unitary X£Ra. 
Put Y=UX*. Then a t ; t0( Y)=az a(U)az a(X*)=Uww*X*=Y and (oc(x))~ = 
= YxY*, VxgjR, because X*£(R)'. 
Now aZ C0(x) = Y"x(Y*)", Vx£R, so that Y"£RW. As Rx™ is a von Neumann 
algebra, there exists a Z£RX™ such that Z"—Yn and Z is in the von Neumann 
algebra generated by Y" in In particular Z and Y commute as elements 
of Rzlo. Put U'=YZ* then we have: 
^AU') = az>0J(V)aCJ(Z*) = YZ* = U', 
U'n = Yn(Z)~n = 1, U'xU'* = YxY* = (a(x))~, \Jx£R. Q . E . D . 
The proof of the theorem, part (1), relies on the following simple adaptation 
of the proof given in [10] p. 156—157 of the derivation theorem which can also be 
found in [3] with || || instead of || ||2. 
4 
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Lemma 3.4. Let P be a factor of type II l 5 and K be a finite dimensional 
subfactor of P. Let a€AutP , then if Sup | | a ( t / ) -C / | | 2 <l the automor-, . . . 1/unitary in K'flP phism a is inner. 
P r o o f . Let U0 be the unitary group of K'C\P. Then, exactly as in [10] p. 
156—157 we define an action of U0 on the vector space P by the formula 
cpu(x) — uxa(u*), x£P, u£U0. 
As ||<p„(x)||2=M2, V x i P we can extend this action to an action of U0 on L2(P, T) 
where T is the canonical trace of P. If the hypothesis of the lemma is satisfied the 
orthogonal projection y of 0 on Conv{<pu(l), U0]7) is different from 0 and is 
a fixed point for cpu, for all U0. In other words we have uy—ya(u), Vu£U0, 
hence xy=ya(x) 'ix£K'f]P. Now there exists a unitary v£P such that voc = 
=Ad v-ol is of the form \K®P where j8£Aut (K ' f lP) , and we have: 
xyv* = yv*x(x), yxeK'OP. 
Let yv*=2?eu®yu> w i ^ eu£ K and y^KTiP, then if the eu are matrix units 
in K we get xyij=yijP(x), \/x£KT\P, Vi,j. It follows then that there exists 
a nonzero z ^ K ' O P such that 
xz = zP(x), yx£K'f)P. 
Hence by [9] P—(VA restricted to K'F)P) is an inner automorphism, so that VA 
is inner on P, being identity on K, and finally a is inner on P. 
Proo f of p a r t (1) of t h e o r e m 3.2. If a is an inner automorphism then 
easily «^=1. Let a be an outer automorphism, and u„ be a sequence of unitaries 
of R. We construct a central sequence (u„)ngN of unitaries such that \\un vnu*-vn\\2 — 
-*0 as and | | a (u n ) -u j 2 ^-^- , Vw. It follows that for any unitary u£Rz „ 
there exists a unitary v£R0} such that uvu* = v while a(v)^v. This will hence show 
that aa is not inner on Rm. 
To construct the sequence (v„)neN, let Kn be an increasing sequence of finite 
1/n 
dimensional subfactors of R such that: u„£ K„,s)Vn£N,( IJ Kn)~ — R. Let then, 
N£N 
1 
for each n, v„ be a unitary in Kn such that ||a(yn)-i;n | |2^—-(we apply lemma 3.4). 
' ) The canonical image of the C* unit ball of P in L2(P, z) is weakly closed and contains the 
<pu{\), i/o- So y belongs to this unit ball. 
8) xCK means, as in [7], the existence of some y £ K such that 
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2 
Clearly (v„)neN is a central sequence in R and ||[m„, dJIU——, Vn£N, so that 
\\unvnu*n-vn\\2—:0. n Q.E.D. 
P roo f of p a r t (2) of t h e o r e m 3.2. Let (A!„)n€N be an increasing sequence 
of finite dimensional subfactors of R. For each n£N there exists a unitary u'„ 
such that a(K„)=unK„u'n* hence a unitary u„ such that a(x)=unxu*, 'ix£Kn. 
oo 
It follows that a(x)=l im u„xu* Vx€ U Kn and hence for all x£R, provided 
n = l 
U Kn is strongly dense in R. 
n=l l^.tl.U. 
IV. Some technical lemmas 
Lemma 4.1. Let E€]0, 1[, and N be a factor of type IIX. Let e1,...,e„ be n 
projections of N suchthat 2 e j ~ 1 —s- Then 
• , J = 1 2 j j - i 
(a) f j = V <?( — V ek is a family of pairwise orthogonal projections such that 
II/}-£/ll2=10«£1/4. 1 
(b) There exists a family of pairwise orthogonal projections Ej ~ e7- with 
\\Ej—ej\\2 = 14ne1/8, provided Xx{e})^\. 
P r o o f , (a) Put T: = 2e,, and F, = \Jet. We have Support T,. Let fJ i i 
be the spectral projection of T} corresponding to the interval [ l + ]/e, As we 
have Tj^T„, we get x ( f J ) ^ x ( f ) by the minimax theorem, hence T ( / J ' ) S S . 
Also fJ commutes with Tj and Fj and as ||(l + )/i) Fj — Tj\\ ^n, we 
have •c((l-fj)((l + ]/s)Fj-Tj))^x((l + /e)FJ—Tj)+m(fj)^ fe+ne. (Because 
As 0?=(1 - / J ' ) ( ( l + fc)Fj-Tj) ^ l + f s ^ l we have 
||(1 - / 0 ( ( 1 + ^ F j - T j ) ^ f l (n +1)« V . 
But Wfdl + ^Fj-TjW^niTif^fl^ns^, so that | | F , - r y | | 2 ^ | | ( l + 
+ ^ F ; - r , . | | 2 + | / £ ^ ( « / 2 + (« + l)1/2i/2 + l)£1/4. As T j - T j ^ = e j and F j - F j ^ f j 
we get (a). 
(b) We have Zx(ej)^l. Take f j as in (a). Let /={76 {1, ...,«}, x(fj)^x(ej)} 
and J={j€ {1, ...,«}, ?(/})>*(«/)}• Let for each j£j, f- be a subprojection of f} 
such that x(fJ')=x(fJ) — x(ej). Then the f j are pairwise orthogonal with 2 x ( f j ) + 
KJ 
+ t ( 1 - V f j ) = Z *(//) +1- 2 < f } ) = l - Z H f j ) - Z r - ( e j ) ^ 2 (?(e;)-<fjj). j = 1 j£J j = 1 jiJ j i l 
Let (/¡')Jii be a family of pairwise orthogonal projections, with f j § 2 f j + 
+ 1 - 2 f j , *(/,")=*(*;-/})> 'ijci. Put E j = f j + f ; for ja, R j = f j - f j for j=1 
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je J- Then each £} is a projection equivalent to eJt the Ef s are pairwise 
orthogonal, and 
\\Ej-fj\\2 =§ |r(ey)-T(/;)l l / 2 ^ 4n1/2£l/8, | | £ , - e , | | 2 ^ (10n +4«1/2)e1/8 14«£l/8. 
L e m m a 4.2. Lei «, with n dividing m. Let a be a minimal periodic 
automorphism of period m, of a IIj factor N. Let >/6]0, 1 ¡m[ and A€C, A"=l. 
Let (Uj)J=1 „_! be a family of n — 1 elements of N of norm less than 1 such that 
(a) Muj)-?Mj\\2^ri, j£{ 1, ..., n-1), 
(b) ("z U*Uj) + Un-lUï-1-
(c) | |w? M ; - ( U >;) 2 | | 2 =M /or j e { l , . . . , /1-1}, and 
l l " n - i " Î - i - ( « n - i « * - i ) 2 I I 2 = 1 , 
(d) \\UJUJ-UJ+1Uj+1\\2 ^ r] for j — 1 , . . . , n—2. 
Then there exists a system of matrix units n} of N such that a (ey) = 
=).'~jeij and 
\\uj-ej+1j2sl42n(mtfl™ for all je {1, • «-1}. 
1 ™ P r o o f . For xeN, weput x ; = — 2Z J o i J ( x ) . Then if | |x | |S l , \\a(x)-lx\\2^ri m j=i j m m—\ 
one has a(xx)=Xxx and \\x-x'-\\2^— 2 kn = n• Take v — u), 
then we have m 1 
m — 1 
(e) \\Uj — Vj\\2 = —^— rl ' \ \ i i*Uj-v*Vj\ \^(m-l)r i , 
\\un_1u*_1-vn_1v*_1\\^(m-l)ri and the Vj satisfy a condition like (b) with mm] 
instead of rj, like (c) with 3mrj and (d) with 2mrj. 
Put Tj=v*vj for 7 = 1, « - 1 and T „ = v ^ v * ^ . Then we have T,eNx 
(/=1, ... ,») and | | T f - T ^ m r , ( / = l , . . . , m ) . 
Then by [6] p. 273—274 there exists for y'£{l, . . . ,«} a spectral projection F} 
of Tj, FjeN" such that: 
( f ) IITj — Fj\\2^8(wf/)1/2, W T f - F j W . m m n ) 1 ' 1 . 
If for j'Ç{1, . . . ,« — 1} we let Vj = VjTj12 be the polar decomposition of Vj 
we get: 
(f') Wvj -VjF jW^imr i )^ . 
Pu tû=Inf ( l /« , r (F 1 ) , ...,x{Fnj). We have |T(F ; ) - r ( r , . ) | ^ $(mn)ll2,je{ 1, ...,/»}; 
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hence using condition (b) for the v's : 
Z*(Fj)~ 1 
J ' = I 
(Because mt]Sl.) 
For j~=.n — 1 
2 r(Tj)-l 
i=1 
+ 8n(mq)l/2 S nmti + Sn(mt])ll2^9n(mt])112. 
IT (Fj) -r(FJ+1)\^\r (vj v*j) - T (v*+lVj+1)\ + 16 0mrjf12 S2mtj + 16 (/w>/)1/2 S18 {mr\f12. 
Moreover \x(Fn.^-T(Fn)\S\i(mrj)112. So that 
Hence 
n ¡=i 
+ 9 (m/?)l/2 S 18 (mt])li2+9 (mtj)1'2 ^ 9 n (mtj)1'2. 
1 
a — ^9n(mtj)1/2 and |tCF,)-ö|s18«(/w/)1/2. For each j, let Ej 
be a projection in N* with Ej = (Ej)=a. Put JVj = V jE j , j-^n. Then 
Wj-vj\\, s WFj-Ejh+Wvj-VjFjh ^ 5nl!2(mrç)l/4+6(mt])1'* (16n)(ifw,)^, 
l l ^ - i ^ - i - r j u ^ 32n (m# / i ; 
for j < n — 1, 
I I - 1 +ill2 s 4.16n(mf?)l/4+2wirç â 66n(m# / 4 . 
1 Now we have x(Ej)=a^—, 
J = I 
= 5w3/2(nM7)1/4 + 8rt(«2f7)1/2 + 
Hence there exists a system of pairwise orthogonal projections of N", with 
T(Gj)=x(Ej)=a, and ||G!J-JE ,J | |2^22n2(^)1/32 (Lemma 4.1). For each we 
let, using [6] lemma 7 p. 275, Z,- be a unitary in W such that XjGjXf=Ej, Y} be 
unitary in N" with YjWjW* Y* = Gj+1 and such that: 
|| Xj -11| 2 S 50/i1/4 (mri)1/256, || Yj -11| 2 S 72n1/4 (m»/)l/286. 
Choose n pairwise orthogonal projections G\ such that G'^N", x(G')=-—a, J ft 
Gj^l-¡¡Gk, and n — 1 partial isometries where UfU'^G], U.Uj* = 
= G'J+1, a{Up=W} (apply 2.7a). Put Uj = Yj fVjXj + Uj for j=\,...,n-\. Then 
Uj is a partial isometry with initial support Gj+G'j and final support GJ+1 + G'j+1. 
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Also a(Uj)=) .Uj and we have: 
/ 1 U/2 
IIUj~Wyll2 — 122(n1/4(mt])ll256)+ 1——a\ , and using (e), 
\\UJ-Uj\U = — > 7 + 16«(m//)1'4 + 122n1/4(m//)1/236 + 3nll2(mt1y/i 
S (l + 16n + 122/jl/4+3M1/2)(m?7)1/256 ^ U2n(mi])1/256. Q.E.D. 
L e m m a 4.3. «, w 6 N w/7/i n dividing m. Let a be a minimal periodic 
automorphism of period m of a IIX factor N. Let <5>0, and (ey)J=1 n be 
a partition of unity in N such that a(ej)=eJ+1, ..., n (e„+1~e1), and U£N, 
|| U\\ ^ 1 with 
,(1) W ' - ' - i U y h ^ b /' = 0 , l , 2 , . . . , n - l (read (l/*)° = 1), 
(2) | | « ( £ / ) - t / | | 2 S ^ 
(3) We,U*-et+J\a*5 (i = 1 , n ) . 
Then there exists a partition of unity (Ej)J=1 n of N, such that a(Ej) = EJ + 1 
for j= 1, ..., ii (E„+1=Ej), and a unitary V, V=l, V£Na such that VEt V*=Ei+1 
for i=\,...,n and that 
\\V-U\\^E, WEI-EJL SS, i = l , . . . , « , 
where s = l43ni(2mn2d)11256 (provided 2n2d^l/m). 
P r o o f . Let A=exp (i2nln). Put W=]?)Jej. Then W is a unitary of N such 
that aL(W)=ZVej+ 1=XW. 
1 n-l 
For ¿€{0, ...,n-1}, put fk=— 2 likU>, where U° is taken to be 1. Then 
n j=l 
Vl="2X"fk for l=0,\,...,n-\. 
k — 0 
Moreover | | / j s l (k=0, I, ..., n-l) and 
II/*-Alia ^ } 2;1(A-k)"--i(c/"-j-(u*y) j=i £ it 
n-fk*fk = 2 ( W r ' ( t / W . 
For / S / we have ||(i/*y£7 i — t7 i - J ' | | 2 ^ | | ( l7*y(7 , - t / - - ' ' t / , | | 2 + | |C / n - l | | 2 ^25 . 
And for /< / , we have \\{U*y U l I t follows that, in the above sum 
Tor n2 f * f k one can replace-each (U*)J Ul by U— where l-j=l-j, mod n, and 
0 ^ 1 — j ^ n 4o get 
• ~ 1 \\n2fk*fk-n2fk\\^2n2S, \\fk*fk-fk\\2m2S. 
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Put Uj = W f j with f j as above. Then as W is unitary we get: U* Uj = / / f j , H U* Uj -
- / / I I 2 A l s o U ^ U ^ W f ^ f U W * so I I U ^ U n U - ( U n _ ^ U ^ W , 3 4 5 . 
We get ||C/; [/,—([/; c/,.)2||2s45 (because || U* Uj-fJ\\^2d, || V* Uj-fj\\ *2S). 
Also UWU* = lVUeJU* so that \\UWU* - XW\\2tin5 and \\UW*U*~ 
-XW%^nd, \\WUW*-lU\\2^n5 + \\U*U-l\\2ti(n+2)5 because | | U * - U n - % ^ S 
and 1| — 
So for jd {0, 1, . . . , « - 1 } we get || WUj W* - V Uj\\ 2 ̂ j(n+2)5. Hence 
+ It follows that 
n n 
IIUkUk— Uk+1 Z/4-1.1II2̂ II Wfk W* —A+1II2+45^(«2+4)¡5 ^for all * = 0 , 1, ..., « - 1 . 
Hence also | |C/„_2i/;_2-/„_1 | |2^(/i2+2)5 and 
z=2(n — l)8 + (n2 + 2)5 because "2 f j = 1- As oc(fV)=AfV and ||a C / } ) - / J , S 
j=o 
^ - " Z W U ' - c t i U ' n ^ ^ - d we have 
« (=o 2 2 
We have shown that the family (UJ)J=0 n_2 satisfies the conditions (a), (b), 
(c), (d) of Lemma 4.2 with rj=2n28. By hypothesis 2w2<5^— so that we can find 
m 
a family (ei7.)i j e { 0 n_1) of partial isometries of N, such that rx{eiJ)—).l~ie^ and 
||Uj~ej+1}j\\2 S 142n(2mn2<5)1/256 = 5' (J = 0, 1 , n - 2 ) . 
Moreover we have Un_1=Wfn.1=(W*)n-1/n^ and as W*-W* is 
smaller than n2S for all k we get: 
ll^n-i — UqU* ... U*_2\\2 ^ n(n25)+ l ( / / ) 2 - / ; i l 2 ^ nn*d+4nd, i=1 
|| C/„ _ x—e0> „ _ ill 2 S 2n3 <5+w<5' ̂  5 " = 143n2 (2mn2 (5)1'256. 
n — 1 
Put 1^!= ^ e J + 1 Then is a unitary such that W?=l and a(W1)=XW i . j=o 
1 n - l 
Put £ . = — 2" A^'Wi, for ..., n - l , so that W^Zl'E, and the E, are 
n 1=0 
the spectral projections of Wx corresponding to I1, 7=D, . . . ,« — 1. We have 
a(Ej)=Ej+1 O ' = 0 , . . . , n - l ) . 
Put V=IXkekk, then F is unitary, Vn=\, a(V) = V and VEjV*=Ej+1 
( 7 = 0 ,1, . . . ,« —1). (Because VW1V*=XW1.) 
We have 
S 2 \ u j - e j + 1 j ) ^nô", 
0 
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and hence 
\\Ej-ej\U S I 2 || W[-W'||2 == 118". 
Also \\V-U\\2S "z\\ekk-fk\\2Sn(28')+(n-l)25 + n2Ss2d". Hence we get the 
fc = 0 
conclusion of the lemma, taking e=n25"= 143ni(2mn23)1'2S6. Q.E.D. 
V. Actions of finite cyclic groups, by outer automophisms, 
on the IIj hyperfinite factor 
The fact that for each 11 there exists only one action by outer automorphisms 
of Z/n on R follows from statement (b) of 
Theorem 5.1. Let R be the hyperfinite IIX factor and p, g£N. 
(a) Let Aut R be minimal periodic with (outer period a)=pq then a 
is conjugate to a, also a.® \ R is conjugate to a. 
(b) Any periodic a^Aut R such that period a = outer period a =p is conjugate 
to s\. 
Proof . Let (Xj)j(N be a strongly dense sequence in the unit ball Rx of R. 
We shall, in the proof of (a) and (b), construct a sequence (KJ) of type I„ subfactors 
of R pairwise commuting, with: 
(5.2) W E k M - x ^ ^ ^ , Z < m . 9) 
We recall that using [7], we then have for each / and 
I ' s I, Xi mQ, K'm = ... U ATr)*u( U1 tfj'] 
because ( J] EKA) (x) belongs to P) K'm. 
ms l ' m m i l ' 
Hence we know ([7]) that letting Q K^ the factor R splits as the tensor 
product of K by its commutant K' in R. 
(a) Let A be an «th root of 1 where n is an integer dividing the outer period 
of a. We construct by induction on m a sequence Km of pairwise commuting 
type I„ subfactors of R satisfying condition 5.2 and: 
(5.3) a(Km)=Km and there exists a system of matrix units e™. of Km such that 
a(eTj)=^eTj. 
The existence of follows from corollary 2.7. 
s) From now on, if K is a von Neumann subalgebra of R, we let EK be the trace preserving 
conditional expectation of R onto K and let K' be the relative commutant of K in R. 
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Assume we have constructed the Kf s up to Km included. We are looking 
for Km+1 such that: 
(1) K
m + 1
a (i^U... U K
m
)', 
(2) Km+1 is generated by a system of nXn matrix units (e^) such that 
«(eij)=?J-Jeij (i,j= 1, ...,«)• 
(3) l !h+ 1 ) i ,x , ] | | 2<£, i = 1,..., n — 1 ; l=l,...,m. 
Clearly, if e is chosen small enough, the conditions (1), (2), (3) will imply 
conditions (5.2) and (5.3). 
To get Km+1, restrict to P=(K1{J ...UKm)' which is a IIx hyperfinite factor 
on which the restriction /? of a has outer period equal to p0(ct). Then by corollary 
2.7 and the fact that PC1 is minimal periodic of period p0{a) (theorem 3.2.1) there 
exists a system (^) J = 1 „ of partial isometries in Pm such that, with vn+1 = v\ : 
n 
Po(Vj) = k V j , 2 V1Vj = U V j V j = V*+lVj + l ( J = l , ")• 
J = 1 
Then apply lemma 4.2 to construct the (f/,*)/,*=i,...,ii satisfying conditions (1)„ 
(2), (3) above. 
(W \ // u Kj\ . Take first n—q and A=e'2nlg then the restriction of a 
to K is obviously conjugate to j*. Now is conjugate to so that ^<8>a is. 
conjugate to a, because a=x/K®tt}K'. 
Take then n=outer period a and A=l, then the restriction of a to K is 
identity so that a<g>lR is conjugate to a because l/t®ljt = lj(. 
(b) For each w£N we choose a positive en having the following property:. 
(5.4) Let U be a unitary in R with Up=1, (ej)J=l p be a partition of unity in R 
with UejU*=ej+1, y'=l, ...,/> —1, and K be the type Ip subfactor of R 
generated by U and the e/s. 
Then x£R, M L s i , \\[x, £/]||2=2e„, ||[x, ^.]||2^2en, j=\,...,p implies 
We can moreover assume that £n+1ge„ for each n£N and E„ —~ 0. Then we: 
construct by induction a sequence (^„)„êN of pairwise commuting type Ip subfactors. 
of R satisfying condition 5.2 and 
(5.5) For each N one has a(Kn)=K„, a restricted to K„ equals Ad U„„ 
U„ unitary in K„ and : 
?=£„, j = 1 , . . . , tl. 
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We directly prove the existence of /sTn+1 assuming Kt, ..., Kn have already been 
constructed. This will also show how to build Kx. Let P=(£ 1 U. . .U .K n yn .R and 
Px its unit ball. P is globally invariant under a, let P=x/P, then p0(P)=P so 
that by 5.1(a) there exists a partition of unity (ey)J=1 „ in P, with P(eJ)=eJ+1 ' 
<7=1, -,p) and: 
||[e;,x,]||2 =2 E„ (J — 1, . . . , p; / = 1, . . . , «). 
We then choose a system of matrix units ( f r ) r = 1 „n2" in ( ^ U . . . U i / and 
write Xj — 2K,jfryr,j where the A's are scalars, the / s belong to P1; for 7 = 1,... 
r 
. . . ,« + 1. Clearly we thus have a finite number fc of elements of Plt say yl; ..., yk, 
and an t] > 0 such that 
(0 unitary in P, U(yj)-vyjv*\\s^ti (y = 1 A:)) => 
<5.6) 
= » ( l l « ( * , ) - ( i Ad £/,) Ado(* y ) | | a^eB + 1 0 = 1 , . . . ,n + l)). 
We moreover assume that rjS 2e„. 
We choose ¿ > 0 from the above t]>0 and the lemma 4.3 with e = — t]. Now 
by corollary 3.3 we can find an element U of | |£7| |sl , satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(5.7) \\U>-L-{U*)%^5, \\P(.U) — U\\2 = 8, 
\\Ur-l\\2^6, WeiU*-p(edh^S (i = l , . . . , p ) 
and 
WyjU*-p(jj)\\2^^ U = U-.,k). 
It then follows from lemma 4.3 applied to pi Aut P that there exists a partition 
of unity (Ej) j = 1 p in P, a unitary V^P such that VEj V'=Ej+l for all 
j, V=l, that the type Ip subfactor K of P generated by (Ej)j=1 p and V 
is globally invariant under /?, with p/K= Ad V/K and that 
' WEj-e'jh^jr,, WV-Uh^jV. 
We shall take Kn+1=K, Un+1=V. We have for 76 {1, ..., k): 
\\VyjV*-p(yj)|| =S 2||K— U\\2 + \\UyjU* — P(yj)\\2 == ft 
so that by 5.6 we get: 
a ( x ; ) - ( / 7 Adt/,) (xj) £n+! (J = !»•••> " + !)• 
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But by the induction hypothesis we had: 
a ( x j ) ~ [ n Adüi) (*,>!*; e„ 0 = h •••»")• 
n 
This, using the fact that j j Ad 1/, preserves the ]| ||2 norm shows that \\VxjV* — 
-Xj\\2^en + sn+1^2en (j= 1, ...,«)• 
Also we have HIE,-, x ;]||2^||[e ;, xj]\\2+2\\Ei-ei\\2^2en 0 = 1 , ..., n and 
i=l,...,p). 
So it follows from 5.4 that: 
We have shown how to construct the sequence (iQ„g N satisfying 5.2 and 5.5. Let 
K=( U K„y, then by (5.2) we have a splitting of R as a tensor product of K by 
This shows that a is conjugate to ^<8»(identity of K^); but a is conjugate to a® 1R 
(thm. 5.1(a)) and (Identity on K&)<S>(Identity on R) is clearly 1K because K^<S>R 
is isomorphic to R. So a is conjugate to 5*® 1R which again by 5.1 (a) is conjugate 
to slp. Q.E.D. 
VI. The cyclic group of outer conjugacy classes with given outer period p 
In this section we shall prove that for given and y, yp= 1, there is only 
one outer conjugacy class with outer invariants (p, y). The proof relies on the study 
of the tensor product as a law of composition between outer conjugacy classes with 
outer period p. 
Def in i t i on 6.1. Let R be the hyperfinite IIX factor, a and b be outer conjugacy 
classes in Aut R, then we let aXb be the outer conjugacy class of any automor-
phism a®/?£ Auti?<g>i? with a£a, brought back to Auti? by any isomor-
phism II of R on R®R. 
In other words, for a £ a , a n d n: R-+R&R the automorphism 7i-1(a®/?)7r 
belongs to aXb. Clearly changing a to a'£ a, /? to P'£b, and % to n: R-+R&R 
does not change the outer conjugacy class of K~1(a<S>P)n, so that 6.1 makes sense. 
I|£k;,+i(*Î)-x,II2= 2?+r 0' = i> • ••>")• 
n<EN 
K'R. Let us note also by 5.5 that: 
i 
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Theorem 6.2. For each p(i N the set Brp of outer conjugacy classes in Aut R, 
with outer period equal to p, endowed with the law of composition ( a , 6 ) - a X 6 is an 
abelian group and y is an isomorphism of this group on the group of pih roots of 1 in C. 
Coro l la ry 6.3. For each p£N, Brp is a cyclic group of order p with unit the 
outer conjugacy class of sp and generator the outer conjugacy class of s 'p if y is 
a primitive pih root of 1. 
Proo f . Immediate from 6.2 and proposition 1.6. 
Coro l la ry 6.4. Lei R be the hyperfinite IIi factor, a, Aut R be periodic, 
then 
(a conjugate to P) o (p0(a) = p0(P), y(oc) = y(P), e(oc) = s(P)). 
Proo f . By 6.2, a and p are outer conjugate iff they have the same outer 
invariants. By 2.8 if a and ft are outer conjugate and e(a)=s(P) then a and /? 
are conjugate. Q.E.D, 
Proof of theorem 6.2. Let us first check that a(iBrp, biBrp=>aXb£Brp. 
By [9] Cor. 6 we know that the tensor product a ® P of two automorphisms a and 
P is inner if and only if both are inner. It follows in general that p0(oi®P) equals 
l.c.m.(p0(a), p0(P)) and in particular that Brp is stable under (a,b)—aXb. Nextwe 
show that the class e of sp is a unit in Brp. Let Brp and let a be a minimal 
periodic automorphism. Then by theorem 5.1 (a) we know that « <g>s* is conjugate 
to a and hence that aXe is equal to a. 
Let us now check that y is an homomorphism; let a, b£Brp, a6a, Pdb, and 
a p =Ad u, P"=Adv, u,v£R with a(u) = y(a)u, P(v) = y(P)v. We then have 
(a®/?)p=Ad(H®t>) and a®P{u®v)=<z{u)®P(v) = y(<x)y(P)u®v. 
Let us prove that e is characterized in Brp by the condition y(e) = l. Take 
a€Brp with y(a) = 1, and let a be minimal periodic. Then the period of a is equal 
to its outer period, equal to p. Hence by theorem 5.1 (b) a is conjugate to sp, 
so that a=e. 
We know therefore that Brp is a group, we can in fact give a description of the 
inverse of an element a of Brp: Let R° be the opposite von Neumann algebra of 
R, i.e., R° coincides with R as a complex vector space but the product is (x,y)—yx 
instead of (x, Then let a 6 Aut R, obviously a as a linear transformation 
of R defines an automorphism a0 of R°, which, because R° is hyperfinite and 
hence isomorphic to R, defines a conjugacy class in Aut R, called the opposite of a. 
Clearly p(a) =p(a<i). Let ap = Ad U, a (U) = yU, then the equality a p ( x ) = UxU*, 
x£R, means that (<x°)p(x) = U*xU, xiR°, so that, as aP(U*)=a(U*)=yU*, 
we get 7(a°) = y(a)_1 . 
Of course a0 is meaningful for a£Brp and aXa° is equal to e because 
y(aXo°)=l. 
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The end of the proof of 6.2 is now easy. We know that Brp is a group, that 
y is an homomorphism with trivial kernel and that y is surjective by 1.6 (c). Q.E.D. 
We now apply theorem 6.2 to determine the conditions under which two periodic 
automorphisms a, p^AxxtR are weakly equivalent, i.e. there exists a Aut R 
such that <x[a]<7_1=[/?], where [a] is the full group, [4] p. 163, of the group {a", « 6 Z} c 
c A u t R. 
Let n=2lm, m odd, be an integer. Let Sn be the set consisting of all prime 
divisors of m with in addition an element e if 1=2 and two elements e, co if /=>2. 
Let for each integer k prime relative to n, j £{ — 1, 1}S" be such that j = 
k — 1 ( k\ k2 — 1 (k} (k\ 
=(-l)£ №>, a ( k ) = — ~ , - = ( - 1 ) » ® where o,(*) = _ _ , and -
2 \n)m 8 \n)p (p) 
as in [11] p. 14 otherwise. 
Theorem 6.5. For a periodic Aut R define c(a) = Order y(a) and q(a) = 
where y (A) = ex p (27T//C/C (a)). 
(a) Two periodic automorphisms a. and [I are weakly equivalent if and only if 
Po(*)=Po(P), c(«) = c(jS) and q(a) = q(P). 
(b) Let c and d be integers =£ 1, Sc be defined as above, and l}Sc. 
Then there exists a periodic agAuti? such that p0(z) = cd, c(a) = c, q(a) = q. 
Proof , (a) If a is weakly equivalent to /? then pa(*)=p(i(p)=p because 
p0(ix) is the order of the image of [a] in Out R. Also there exists an integer s, 
necessarily prime relative to p, and such that a is outer equivalent to fis. 
We have, with p=p(<x)=p(P), that Pp=Ad U, P(U) = y(P) U for some unitary 
U£R. Hence (Ps)"=Ad Us, ps(Us) = y(pfU so that y(Ps) = y ( P f . 
As s is prime relative to p it follows that the order of y(PY* is the same as the 
order of y(P) so that c (a) = c(P) = c. Put y (a): 
C 2nik\ n (2nik'\ = exp - — , y(ß)=exp I—-—I. 
Then we have y(a) = y(Pf so that in Z/c we get k=s2k', where k,k',s2 are 
units in Z/c. It hence follows that q(a)=q(P). 
Conversely, assume that Po(x)=Po(P)> c(a) = c(j8), q(a)=q(P), and put y(a) = 
(2nik) (2mk'\ 
= expl , y(/?) = exp 1. Then by [11] thm. 3, p. 39 and 1, p. 46, take s, 
prime relative to p0{a), such that ks2~k' (c(a)). It follows that as has the same 
outer invariants as p and that a and P are weakly equivalent. 
(b) Let k£Z/c be a unit in Z/c such that [—| =q ([11] lemma 1, p. 46) 
(2nik) IcJ 
then take y=exp 1 and <y.=sycd. 
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It follows that p0(ot)=cd, c(a)=Order y=c, and q(a) = q. Q.E.D. 
R e m a r k 6.7. By 6.5 there are automorphisms a of R, the simplest being 
sJ3 where j3 = l,j?il, which are not weakly equivalent to their opposite a0 . One 
can deduce from this that the pair Rx(zR is not isomorphic to the opposite pair. 
Remark 6.8. Let n£N and M be an arbitrary factor. Let a€AutM, p0(a)=n. 
Then consider the abstract kernel 
q£Z/n — e (a*) £ Out M 
where e is the canonical map from Aut M to Out M. To this abstract kernel 
there corresponds an obstruction k£H3(Z/n,T) ([12] p. 216) with T=center of the 
unitary group of M (i.e. T={z£C, |z| = 1}) with trivial action of Z/n. To get 
k one takes for q^Z/n an arbitrary Aut M with £(/??)=£(«•?), then one takes 
for q^q^Z/n a unitary uqvQi of M with Ad uq i ,„=Pq iPq&?+q 2 and: 
With the choice Pq=a\ one 
gets: 
[0 if + <?3 < n> 
Kqi, = y(a)«i *«*•«»> where t](q3, q3) = ^ ,f ^ + ^ ^ ^ 
Comparing the bar resolution of the trivial Z/n module Z with its periodic resolu-
tion of period 2 one brings back k to the element y(a) of {a£T, a" = l}. 
VII. Applications to various questions of noncommutative ergodic theory 
Throughout we let R be the hyperfinite factor of type IIX. This section is 
devoted to apply theorem 1.5 to answer the following questions. 
P rob lem 7.1. Is any periodic a ^ A u t P conjugate to the opposite of its inverse? 
(It is easy to show that there are inner automorphisms which are neither conjugate 
to their opposite nor their inverse. However they are always conjugate to the opposite 
of their inverse, when they are periodic). 
Theorem 7.2. Let a6 Aut R be periodic. Then a is conjugate to (a0) - 1 if and 
only if y (a)2 = 1. 
Proo f . We have y(a~l) — y(a) (a~p=Ad U* where p=p0(a) and <*(£/) = 
= y(«)U, so that cc~1(U*) = y(<x) U*). 
Hence, y((a-1)0) = y(a) so that if 1, a is not even outer conjugate to 
(a0)"1. 
We have e(a°)=£(a_1) for any a(Tnt R, a periodic. Hence £(a°)=£(a -1) 
holds for any periodic a6 Aut R (because (a°)Pm=(aPm)°, (a"~1)Pm=(aPm)~r). 
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So 7.2 follows from 1.5 and the equalities: 
Pom-1) = *„(«), KC«0)"1) = 7M, «((a0)-1) = e(a). • 
In particular if y(a)2?i 1, a cannot be outer conjugate to an infinite tensor 
product of automorphisms of finite dimensional factors, because such automor-
phisms are conjugate to the opposite of their inverse. This drives to: 
Problem 7.3. Which automorphisms «€Auti?, a periodic, are conjugate 
(resp. outer conjugate) to an infinite tensor product of automorphisms of finite 
dimensional factors? To infinite tensor product of inner automorphisms of arbitrary 
factors? 
Theorem 7.4. Lei a€Auti?, a periodic, then: 
(a) If a is an infinite tensor product of inner automorphisms Ad U} of finite 
factors Rj, then y (a) = 1.10) 
(b) If y(a) = l, a is the tensor product of an inner automorphism of R by an 
infinite tensor product of automorphisms offinite dimensional factors. 
(c) Let a be periodic of period p, with y(a) = l. Put p = qp0(<x), assume q 
4-1 
prime, let e= 2 kj s(el2"J/") be the inner invariant of a. Then a is an infinite 
j=o 
tensor product of automorphisms of finite dimensional factors if and only if either all 
the /.'j are rational numbers or they are all as well as the lk: 
lk = IXjexp k, = 0,..., q — 1. 
Proof . Can be left to the reader. 
One has the following positive general result concerning the approximation of 
periodic automorphisms of R by automorphisms of finite dimensional von Neumann 
algebras: 
Theorem 7.5. Let a be a periodic automorphism of R, then there exists an 
increasing sequence of finite dimensional subalgebras Pn of R such that a(P„)=P„ 
OO 
for all n and that IJ P„ is strongly dense in R. 
n = 1 
P roo f . First take j ? £ N , y£C, y p = l and syp as constructed in part 1. Consider 
Pn=(F^[J {9n(Uy)})" with the notations of proposition 1.6. Then, as c/.On(Uy) = 
= yO"(Uy) with a=syp and as a(F^1,n)) is contained in the algebra generated by 
and O"-1^), i.e., by F»-n) and 6n(Uy ), we see that P„ is globally invariant 
under a for each n. 
10) Hence if 1, a is not outer conjugate to such a tensor product. 
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Having proven 7.5 for the sy's we just have to prove it for periodic inner auto-
morphisms and conclude using 1.11. 
m 
Let Ad U be a periodic inner automorphism of R, with U= y. a.e-. where 
J=i 
dj 6 C, aj = 1 and the e f s are projections in R. 
Choose an increasing sequence of projections fn£R commuting with U, 
such that for each n, j: i ( f n e j ) is a dyadic rational, and with /„ — 1 when « — 
Let be a dense sequence in the unit ball of R (dense for the strong 
topology). Then by induction on n one builds a sequence (Kn)niN where K„ is 
a subfactor of type l2p„ of R/n, containing Uf„ and such that Kn_1 + C(fn—fn_1)cz 
<zKn and that it approximates the /„*, /„ ( j= 1, ..., n) up to — in the trace norm. 
n 
It follows that the sequence P„=A„-(-C(l —f„) is increasing, that it generates 
H and that UPnU*=P„ for each N. Q.E.D. 
P rob lem 7.6. Which periodic automorphisms of R have a square root? 
Clearly, any inner automorphism of R has a square root, and hence by 1.11 we 
see that a periodic a with outer invariants (p, y) has a square root in Aut R if 
syp has one. To compute p0(ct2), y(a2) we distinguish two cases: 
(1)p0(a) is odd. Then a2q is outer for q = l, ...,p0(a)-l because 2q is not a mul-
tiple of /70(oc). So: 
Po (a2) = Po (a), 7 (a2) = 7 (a)4-
POO) 
•(2) pQ(cc) is even. Then (a2) 2 ¡ s inner, and 
Po(«2) = j Po(a)> y (a2) = y (a)2-
Theorem 7.7. u ) Let p£N, y£C, yp= 1. If the order of y is odd, then any 
periodic automorphism with outer invariant (p, y) has a square root. 
If the order of y is even then syp has no square root. 
P roo f . Assume Order y=2q+l. Put y'=y~q, then / is a root of 1 of 
an order dividing the order of y and y'2—y~2q=y. So sl'p has a period dividing 
2- period of syp. As 2p is even we have p<i((s{pf)=p, y({s(py-) = y'2 = y, and 
(sQ2p-°rdery = 1. 
So (sl'p)2 has outer invariants (p, y) and trivial inner invariant, so that it is con-
" ) Clearly any a6Aut R with odd period, say 2m + 1. has a square root, namely a m + 1 . 
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jugate to Sp by theorem 1.5. Hence syp® Ad U has a square root for all inner auto-
morphisms and theorem 1.11 applies. 
If the square roots y',y" of y satisfy Order y'=Order y"=2 order y, take 
a such that a2=sy. Then we must have p0(ct)=2pa(a2) because p0(a) must be 
even. Then also y(a)2=y, so that, say, y(a) = y'. We have: 
(period a) is a multiple of (period sfp). 
Hence, as (period s$p)=2p • Order y'=4/7-Order y we see that we cannot have 
a2pOrdery_j as required by a.2=sy. Q.E.D. 
Remark 7.8. In Out R any periodic element has a qth root for any 
q^O, because (sypq)q is outer conjugate to sypq for all p,q and y, (y9)p = l. 
Remark 7.9. In [2] H . BORCHERS studies automorphisms a of von Neumann 
algebras M and their relations with inner automorphisms. For each «£N he 
introduces a class Kn of automorphisms, and theorem 4.1 of [2] states that, when 
M is a factor for simplicity, (a' is inner iff ;'=0 («)) <=> a£Kn. 
However the automorphisms y ^ l , give a counterexample to this theorem 
because by [2] prop. 4.7, if a £Kn then a" is of the form Ad U with U£Ma. (In the 
notations of [2] U£Z0 where (Def. 2.1) Z0 denotes the center of the fixed point 
algebra.) However if in [2] one replaces everywhere the word "inner" by "inner 
implemented in Z0" then all the argument goes through. 
Remark 7 . 1 0 . In [8] thm. 1 , V. YA. GOLODETS claims that the cross product 
of the hyperfinite factor R by any cyclic group G of outer automorphisms 
is again hyperfinite. This theorem is true from our above results. (Apply 7.5.) However 
the proof given in [8] does not work. To see this we take the notations of [8]. The 
automorphism h of Jf=GxM corresponds to the dual action of Takesaki, of the 
generator of G associated to s (e is a primitive nth root of 1). Hence in GhXJl 
the commutant of the type I„ factor generated by Vg and Vh is, by the duality, 
the von Neumann algebra ff(M), where 77 is an isomorphism of M into GhX.Ji 
defined by 
fl (x) = ZxqVhq, x = Sxq, g(xq) = E"xq. 
Now M, as a subfactor of Gh X Ji, has C as relative commutant so that the 
normalizer of J( in GhXJt consists only of unitaries of the form vV™, v unitary 
in J t , O ^ B K / I . 
We can hence find a unitary X in GhXJi which commutes with Vg and 
Vh, but for which XJIX*^JI. 
The claim in [8] is that for any automorphism cp of GhXdt for which (p(W1) = 
= Vh,(p(Wd = Vg, the family of operators cp(W2)= Vg, Vk = (p(Wk), k=3,4,... 
generates Jl. 
5 
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But if this is true for some <p, replace q> by <p'=(MX)(p with X as above, 
then certainly q>'{W1)=Vh, (p'(W2)=Vg, but the (p'(W„) (p = 2 ,3 ,4 , . . . ) generate 
XMX* which is different from Jl, so that the condition would fail for cp'. 
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